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Introduction
OneHealingPresence is a practical ascension ministry that offers support and guidance for
all souls that are just awakening to their true Self as well as advanced soul-seekers on the
path of awareness.
All journeys by automobile require a guide, whether you consult a road map or your GPS.
We all have a built in GPS within us (the ONE HEALING PRESENCE) yet often we cannot hear
the voice of our GPS until we have cleared all of the distractions and limitations.
Only then we may hear that gentle but powerful voice within us -- constantly guiding us and
cheering us on with its love and infinite wisdom.
These distractions could be likened to driving with the radio on full volume so that you
cannot hear the warning voice that says,” Be aware”, "There is a road block ahead -- turn
left!" All of our interventions are designed to bring one into full awareness of
the OneHealingPresence without and within.
With our knowledge of a practical self-ascension process and by the teachings and
guidance of Ascended Masters and wisdom of Higher Selves, we have structured a "roadmap" for the way “back home”.
Whether you are now fully committed to a path of self-ascension, self-realization or currently
in a healing crisis. Or whether you want to move forward from living a life of limitation, pain
and rut to a life of self-awareness, self-responsibility and self-sustainability.
We welcome, honor and assist you in creating the life anchored in your loving heart in the
empowered state of peace, joy and abundant beauty.
We welcome Your Ascension Journey in the Sacred Unity of the Ministry of
OneHealingPresence that we All Are.
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What is the Ascension?
We do not have a life purpose. We have a soul purpose. This
is because we are not a body, we are a Soul.
The ascension is the ritual whereby the soul reunites with the
Spirit of the living God, the I AM Presence, through the
acceleration by the sacred fire (Inner Christ/Inner Buddha) at
the natural conclusion of one's final lifetime on earth. It is the
process whereby the Soul merges first with the Christ
Consciousness and then with the living Presence of the I AM
THAT I AM, having balanced her karma and fulfilled her divine
plan. Once the fulfillment of all ascension requirements takes
place, the soul—the corruptible aspect of being, the living
potential of God—becomes the incorruptible one, a
permanent atom in the body of God, free from the rounds of
karma and re-birth.
In reality man is a flaming spirit in a human form who
descended into physical realm to master the conditions and
trials of everyday life and his own lower self. When he has
successfully overcome the human will, the human ego desires and attachments, the human
intellect and has replaced them with their divine components, he can then ascend back to
the heart of the Father-victor over time and space.
The ascension is the gift of God. It is given to us more by his grace than by our works,
although both are necessary.
The ascension road map, being -- the requirements of ascension journey are:


Balancing of 3 main rays/plumes of light within (Love, Wisdom and Power);



Healing of one’s 4 lower bodies (Etheric, Mental, Emotional and Physical);



Transmuting 51 % of one's karma (unbalanced energies of the past life streams in the
present);



Recognizing, understanding and fulfilling one's Soul's Mission;

Our OneHealingPresence interventions are based on a 3
main overriding ascension themes being:
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The 9 Steps
Within these 3 main Steps/Themes of ascension given to us by ascended masters, are
9 Ascension Acceleration Activations: three activations for each theme.
Each activation builds on the previous one and increases one's ability to hold more light
within-- as the obstacles are being removed and dissolved, therefore building a strong and
empowered body of Light.

1. Developing self-awareness of personality programming, limiting belief systems and
self-defeating habitual patterns with the Enneagram and Roles and Relationships for
Self-Realization.
2. Getting to know your Ascended Astrology and understanding your own personal
Cosmic clock. Balancing the four elements within and without.
3. Understanding, purifying and healing of the four lower bodies (Etheric, Mental,
Emotional and Physical).
4. Understanding, opening and
healing of the hu-man heart; recognizing past wounds, resentments
and traumas; practicing radical
forgiveness.
5. Healing and balancing of the
masculine and feminine expressions
in all forms of life (creating Sacred
Unions within and without).
6. Seven Rays Initiations on the seven
levels of consciousness.
7. Violet Flame Initiations and
anchoring Divine Joy and Freedom.
8. Light Body activations and guide to
Fifth- dimensional living.
9. Ruby Ray Initiations of Divine
Wisdom.

At the root of One Healing Presence teachings lies the transformation and transfiguration of
consciousness, being the next step in human evolution.
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About the Course
The course is designed to be a self-study as much as possible. It is also designed the way
that will allow for further and deeper self-inquiry and self-discovery process with provided
practical ascension tools – to become one’s own Self-Ascension Coach. Once one has set
an intention for self – knowing, self-healing and self-loving, then automatically and in
perfect divine timing everything that one needs to balance, heal and clear will arise
spontaneously. That is why the practical tools are as much of importance as the given
content.
For example, in integrating one’s Witness --the key component that runs through all of the
9 modules is the development of one’s Witness or Observer. Self-Discovery is very difficult if
one has no way of observing it’s conditioning. The Witness and development thereof are
stressed at every significant juncture.

Coaching Process:
A very simple and useful self- coaching process is as follows: This is the DIG model of What,
So What and Now What?

Step 1: Discover

Step 2: Investigate
Step 3: Grow

PROBING,
UNCOVERING and INVESTIGATING,
DISCOVERING
IDENTIFYING and
one's human DNA. REFLECTING on the
root causes of
one's DNA
discoveries.

GROWING,
INTEGRATING and
ACTIVATING
through one's
conscious will.
Creating a path for
growth
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Time Frame
There is no time frame for completing of the course. However, when one enters the path of
self-inquiry and begins building the solid foundation for its “new home”, it is important to
keep one’s momentum going -- Forward, Onward and Upward. Determination, selfdiscipline and commitment to one’s ascension journey is of the utmost importance.

9 Step process
The full 9 level course is designed to be a step by step process. Although the Ascension
process is not sequential, certain parts of it need to be completed before the next step can
be undertaken. This is mainly due to the architecture of one’s Ascension Portal (4 lower
bodies plus one’s light body). One cannot receive the highest frequencies until one has
cleared sufficient space in one’s mental, emotional and physical vehicles. However, one
may have tremendous advancement on one of the steps already.
Everyone does have a very personal and unique to them, self-ascension journey -- although
the ultimate curriculum is the same.

Activations
One will receive activations throughout the process as guided by OneHealingPresence.
These activations will significantly accelerate one’s journey. These are sacred gifts of spirit to
be received by everyone.

No Experience needed
There is no experience needed to undertake this course. What does help tremendously is an
open-mindedness, faithfulness and patience. In this way one is open to receive rather than
just to confirm to what one already thinks one has learned.

Non-Denominational
The course is completely non-denominational. At certain however times different ancient
and/or spiritual texts may be referenced for wisdom. We honor all paths and faiths that lead
us to the same state of beingness--knowing thyself, healing thyself and loving thyself. We
honor all of them.
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Who is this course for?
This course is for anyone who would want to live a conscious, joyful and abundant Self-

fulfilled and fully expressed life that is empowered in loving wisdom and wise love.
However, the willingness and committed self-responsibility (everyone has ability and
everyone received the call) to do the work, is required for such transformation to take
place.
One does not ascend by chance, luck or pre destination. One’s own conscious will,
commitment and determination are important components of this course. An ascension
course is required by earthly life. Only time (this life or any next) is optional.
We do have a choice by our free will . However, not to establish the curriculum – only what
one’s want to take at any given moment in time. Like in ACIM:
“Knowledge is not the motivation for learning this course. Peace is.”

Who wrote this course?
This course is a co-creation of OneHealingPresence. It has been co- created through the unified
process of Connection, Communication and Communion of the One Healing Presence that is in
all things and all expressions of life. One Healing Presence is You and Us.
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Course Structure and
Outline
This section contains the Course
outline for the Ascension Portal
There are 9 steps ( 3 steps within 3
main themes) being:
1. Know Thyself 1
2. Know Thyself 2
3. Know Thyself 3
4. Heal Thyself 1
5. Heal Thyself 2
6. Heal Thyself 3
7. Love Thyself 1
8. Love Thyself 2
9. Love Thyself 3
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Course Structure
Workshops
Each step contains workshop/s to be taken remotely or in-person as offered. The workshops
are normally 16 hours in total spread of 4 weeks of 4 hours for each module.
A detailed manual and workbook will be provided for each intervention.
The workshops do not have to be taken sequentially except for the Light Body and 5 Secret
Rays—which requires all other workshops to have been completed prior.

Assignments to be submitted:
Each step will require various written assignments to be completed on relevant topics. These
will be returned with our feedback.

Recommended Reading and viewing
For each step we will provide the reference material which can be read pre and post
workshop. We will also provide a list of relevant books for further study. A number of topical
movies will be suggested for further integration.

Ordination program as an Ascension Minister.
Completion of the program results in ordination as an Ascension Minister.

Requirements of the Course
The following are the minimum requirements for the course to complete each step:

o

Attend all workshops

o

Submit all assignments

o

Complete relevant essential reading

o

Full payment of tuition for that step.
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Course Outline: Know Thyself 1A
Know Thyself 1 consists of the following OneHealingPresence interventions:

Self-awareness individual and group
sessions are designed to assist one to become its own
ascension coach. Essentially these sessions provide the
tools and framework to transform one's self.
The process: First: To create awareness of one's human
conditioning and then providing the tools to transcend
limiting habits, attachments and self-defeating
behaviors.



4 weeks of 4 hours online webinar ENNEAGRAM
WORKSHOP: Understanding One’s Human
conditioning
Brief Summary of the Enneagram:

o

Archetypal model of 9 Types used for personal development from open systems
perspective

o

Provides deeper insight into core motivations and fears driving behavior, needs
and interactions

o

Explores deeper layers of personality in understanding human nature and
consciousness

o

It includes a conflict profile, communication style, center of expression,
leadership guides.

o

Provides us with a clear picture of the expression of our essence and a guide for
integration thereof.

o

The Enneagram is an online test of 175 multiple choice questions and takes only
approximately 35 minutes to complete.
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Topics to be covered
o

One’s Witness / Observer

o
o
o
o

The Enneagram Types. The Passion of each type
Motivations of the Types
Enneagram: Avoidance / Bind spot
Core Fears of each type /Defense mechanisms of each type /
Excuses and the hold outs of the type

o
o

Awareness of One’s life Strategy
Unconscious Childhood messages /How each type
manipulates: / Cognitive mistakes of each type

o
o
o
o
o

Social style and Inner conflict strategy:
Growth Model: Developing a growth plan
Invitation of each type for oneself and the world
Path of Healing
Path of Mastery

Modules Covered in the Course:

Human Design and Transformation.

Introduction to the Enneagram and how to use it.

The Wisdom of the Enneagram. Diving into the
Subconscious

The Wisdom of the Enneagram. Diving into the
Subconscious 2.

Unlocking one's Life Strategy. One's masterpiece.

Growth paths. Path of Mastery. Healing and
Authenticty.
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Course Outline Know Thyself 1b
Mastering Relationships
4 weeks of 4 hours online webinar MASTERING OF OUR ROLES AND
RELATIONSHIPS for Self- Realization.
These are archetypical roles one plays out in one’s relationships.
Most often one has a primary role one plays out. Behind each
behavioral role is a psychological motivation to get a perceived
need met. Often the motivation behind each one is a reaction to a
core fear of being deprived, a feeling of guilt or unworthiness.

Persecutor/ Tyrant/ Abuser
•Shadow aspect of the Father
•Carries Shame
•Dominance and Anger

Victim / Rebel
•Shadow aspect of the wounded inner child
•Feels damaged and incapable
•Creates dependencies on others
•The Rebel is a victim who decides to fight against his persecutor but
form the stance of a victim.

Rescuer / Savior
•Shadow aspect of the Mother
•Carries fear of being alone
•Manipulation and Co-dependencies.
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Modules covered in the Course:

Habitual Experience Creation and the Roles we
play.

Becoming Whole : Relationship projections

Bringing resolution to relationships and relationship
mastery.

The 3 fold Path of Relationship Mastery.
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Course Outline: Know Thyself 2
Know Thyself 2 consists of the following OneHealingPresence interventions:


4 weeks of 4 hours online webinar COSMIC CLOCK AND 4 ELEMENTS WORKSHOP

The 4 Elements have been referenced in all major spiritual traditions. The magnitude of their
importance in our ascension cannot be understated. In this intervention our starting point
are Cosmic laws, which sets the energetic parameters for this universe. Understanding and
incorporating these laws into our daily lives can create giant leaps in transformation. One of
the laws we pay particular attention to is the Law of Cycles. This provides the understanding
that Spirit and Matter are not opposites but rather aspects of the OneHealingPresence. This
leads us into Initiations from the Emerald Tablets (an ancient text with incredible significance
today). The Cosmic clock is an Ascended astrology and allows us to literally predict our so
called “Future”. It provides the most practical tool for becoming in tune with the cycles of
life and our individual cosmic timetable in this life. It provides an incredible tool for decision
making in every circumstance.
Topics to be covered
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Cosmic Law vs Human Law.
The Law of Cycles
Sacred Geometry and the architecture of
Spirit/ Matter
Charting your Karma.
4 Elements understanding and integration
natal Astrology and the 4 Elements
How to Predict your Future
Ascended Astrology
Mastery of the 3 planes of Consciousness
Understanding your Initiations
Connecting with your Hierarch
Decision making. The path to Victory on the
cosmic clock.
Balancing of your 4 Elements.
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Course Outline: Know Thyself 3
Know Thyself 3 consists of the following OneHealingPresence interventions:


4 weeks of 4 hours online webinar 4 LOWER BODIES
WORKSHOP

The physical world, as we know it, has four main elements
which make up the whole of physical existence. The descension
of the soul into physical reality traces the path of stepping down
our frequencies through the 4 elements. First, we spiral through
fire and then through air and water and finally earth. Thus, the
ascension path traces this process in reverse. In a practical
sense this cleans up and balances the four main bodies which
are utilized as the vehicle for the soul during its earthly
journey. Each body corresponds to a different element:
o

Fire Element corresponds to our etheric body (memory
body);

o

Air element corresponds to our mental body (mind);

o

Water element corresponds to our emotional body
(feelings);

o

Earth element corresponds to our physical body (matter, solid)

Often the imbalance or blockage in one body creates instability in other bodies
because they are greatly influenced by each other's state. Thus, it is crucial to be vigilant by
checking all of them daily. They can be literally "scrubbed", purified until they are clear
enough to hold more and more of the Light, power, love and wisdom for the One Healing
Presence to radiate through.
Topics to be covered
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Anatomy of the Spirit/ Matter. Understanding your anatomy
The Subtle Bodies
Etheric Body
Mental Body
Emotional Body
Physical Body
Clearing and Purifying the 4 lower bodies
The 7 Bodies of Spirit/ Matter
Development of the Witness
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Course Outline: Heal Thyself 1
Heal Thyself 1 consists of the following OneHealingPresence interventions:
4 weeks of 4 hours online webinar HEALING THE HEART
WORKSHOP
All past unhealed and unforgiven wounds, resentments
and injustices close our beautiful hearts. During each
day we have little highs when our hearts open up for a
brief moment (mostly when something goes our way)
and then close again, leaving us defensive and shut
down. The heart has many layers like the layers of an
onion and each is required to be carefully and gently
peeled back as the healing light is being infused.
In our healing practice we have seen so many hearts
covered in thick, overprotective armor, like a fortress
built to keep away potential physical and energetic
attacks (betrayal, rejection, abandonment, humiliation, etc.) In this state it is very difficult to
cultivate open, trusting and fulfilled relationships and long-lasting, whole partnerships of any
kind.
Thus, this fourth activation is a crucial point of departure on our ascension journey as we
move into living permanently in the new state of being, in higher love, harmony and joy,
aligned more than ever with our true authentic Selves.
Topics to be covered
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Identifying Core Heart wounding
Stages of Heart opening
How to Heal the Heart.
Releasing Infant programming
Healing Heart meditation
Downward spiral of wounding technique
Healing of Parental relationships
Release of Heart Emotional Trauma’s
Inner child Process
Frozen child process
Release of all Heart Cording
Identifying all areas of unforgiveness
Radical Forgiveness practice
Integrating Innocence of the Soul
Connecting to the Cosmic Heart.
Emotional Freedom Technique
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Course Outline: Heal Thyself 2
Heal Thyself 2 consists of the following OneHealingPresence
interventions:
4 weeks of 4 hours online webinar BALANCING OF MASCULINE
AND FEMININE WORKSHOP
The Soul journey is a journey through the seals (chakras) of our
body. Each chakra has a primary energy expression of a specific
gender.
This is not gender in terms of being either male of female but rather
carrying the energy of the masculine expression
or feminine expression.
The base chakra carries the energy of the masculine and can be equated to the cave man
era where physical survival power was supreme. After we learned to cultivate land and
created farms the primary expression moved into the feminine, valuing fertility the
highest. This is the second seal, or sexual chakra. Building large family units was
incredibly valuable to assist with all of the work that having a farm required.
As life progressed, we shifted into the third seal, or control chakra which carries again
a masculine expression. In this era intellectual power, logic, science was valued. This era of
patriarchy has come to an end although we still see the evidence of this in our power
structures, business and forms of government as well as some family structures and
relationships which are based on the old consciousness.
We have moved beyond this into the fourth energy center, or fourth seal. This chakra
carries both the masculine and feminine expression in perfect balance and is androgynous.
Topics to be covered
o

Identifying our Masculine and Feminine imbalances

o

Identifying our projected gender aspects

o

Sacred Sexuality

o

Shifting into Neutral with polarity awareness.

o

Balancing of polarities technique (Squares)

o

Balancing of Emotional imbalances Technique (Triangles)

o

How to integrate disowned parts.

o

Integrating and healing our missing side and aspects thereof

o

Creating a framework for intimacy with our self

o

Acquiring knowledge and skills about Sacred Union (whole) relationships.

o

How to create a Sacred union and moving away from Special relationships

o

5th Dimensional relationship program
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Course Outline: Heal Thyself 3
Heal Thyself 3 consists of the following OneHealingPresence interventions:


7 -DAY 7 RAY in person INITIATION WORKSHOP

All energy in our beloved Universe
radiates from our
beautiful, tireless Sun which also
reflects light to the moon every night.
It comes through in the form of white
light and has both particle and
wave nature.
Although we believe that the physical
word is made up of hard
substance matter when we mostly
view the world through our five senses,
our eyes see physical things and our
hands touch objects. We notice
many different forms and shapes
(including our own bodies).
In essence, however, everything is made up of light at the quantum level. When light is
refracted through a prism it splits into seven visible colors. Each of these colors represents a
frequency, a principle, and a quality. Science will tell you that each color has a different
vibratory rate with red being the lowest to violet being the highest.
Every day, as energetic beings, we receive white light through our electro-magnetic field or
energy body (aura) to our heart center from where it is then radiated (rays) out to the
remaining chakras (lower and upper). The chakras are energy wheels (or seals) which, like
transformers, receive, transform and distribute energy throughout the body systems and
organs. As mentioned above, the white light refracts into seven colors of light, each
carrying a specific virtue and quality of one's Higher Self.
Each of the rays creates a specific positive action in the body, heart, mind and soul. We all
have these qualities and virtues within us and thus the 7 Ray Initiations and Activations are
the re-anchoring of these frequencies in our 4 lower bodies.
These are powerful transmissions from the higher realms that act as a giant step on our path
towards ascension and self-mastery. We cannot ascend until we have mastered these 7
rays’ qualities and virtues, and anchored, assimilated their vibratory rate.
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Topics to be covered
o
o

Activation and anchoring each ray of divine energy of white light for each
participant
Channeling the frequencies of the particular ray via I Am Presence from the
Ascended Masters and Archangels

o

Integrating and embodying 7 divine attributes of each Ray.

o

Providing detailed information on each ray, its qualities and virtues, with
practical examples of applications to every-day life

o

Information about Ascended Masters and Archangels, their guidance for selfascension as well as the ways of direct connection, communication and
communion with each of them

o

Each participant will receive the information about their primary ray as well as their
chosen soul ray of service for this incarnation

The Rays and their qualities.
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Course Outline: Love Thyself 1
Love Thyself 1 consists of the following OneHealingPresence interventions:


4 weeks of 4 hours online webinar VIOLET FLAME INTENSIVE WORKSHOP

The Violet Flame is the greatest gift to mankind and
specifically at this time of immense transformation,
transmutation and transfiguration. For ages the violet flame,
being such a powerful and sacred ascension tool for
transformation, was a secret known only to the most
advanced mystics and spiritual teachers from the East and
West. They taught this knowledge only to their
dedicated disciples. Now this sacred tool is available to us
all!
The Violet Flame is a high-frequency light, the radiation of the
7th ray of Divine Freedom. It is a gift from beloved Ascended
Master, St. Germain, the Chohan and Hierarchy of the 7th
Ray.
Seen at one end of a rainbow's spectrum, it dissolves
negative energy and restores it to the positive. It can, if used
properly and wholeheartedly, change one's life forever.
This Violet Light, being the missing key to create
inner wholeness, vitality and health, transforms and enriches one's life and all relationships.
It can free the unlimited power that exists within all of us. One can easily integrate the violet
flame into any spiritual path that is followed or used on its own.
Violet light holds the highest frequency of the visible spectrum of light and its action in our
bodies. When invoked sincerely it is like having a clearing bath in Epson salts. It is the spiritual
eraser of all that is not of Light, not in balance and harmony, and transmutes it into peace
and joy.
This great spiritual gift, being the single most beneficial tool for self- ascension, has the
ability, literally, to erase our karma, trauma, depression, irritation, anger, sadness, pain and
more.
Topics to be covered
o The 7 steps for putting the Violet Flame into action in one's life
o

Transmuting Karma

o

Understanding the mechanics of the Violet Flame and its practical application in life

o

Practicing the Violet Flame mantras and experiencing the full power of this
mighty flame / 3-Fold flame meditation / DNA activations

o

Connecting to the 5th dimensional pyramid of light
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Course Outline: Love Thyself 2
Love Thyself 2 consists of the following OneHealingPresence interventions:


4 weeks of 4 hours online webinar LIGHT BODY ACTIVATION INTENSIVE WORKSHOP

In this step we begin the conscious discussion and awareness of
the Light body yet in truth the activation of our light bodies has
been occurring in varying degrees of progression.
What is the Light body? The Light body is a 5th dimensional body
structure, grid work of light and sacred geometry that brings
together one's bodies: physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual. Through the process of re-activation, regeneration and re-integration of the Light body (12 strands of
DNA activations), one re-organizes the molecular structure,
therefore allowing its electro-magnetic field to be freer and
lighter.
The sacred geometry of the Light body is also called the”
Merkabah".
This body radiates light energy and electromagnetically links
one's multidimensional self with Universal Consciousness. Light is a type of energy. It is a form
of electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength which can be detected by the human
eye. Light shows properties of both waves and particles. Light exists in tiny energy packets
called photons.
We are mostly aware of our physical body which represents the 3rd dimensional polarity.
Every physical object in our universe exists with a length, width, height, and
duration of existence.
The fourth dimension is of time, known as duration. The fourth dimension is the astral
or emotional body.
The second dimension has area, and the third dimension has volume.

The universe we inhabit has three spacial dimensions, or directions. Living in
more dimensions means having more directions one can move in.
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As our beloved planet moves through its ascension, we are
being directly re-connected to our Lightbody.
Our DNA is waking up and shifting from carbon based
to crystalline, the outer layer of Light Body (Merkaba). Merkaba
activation is the process of taking the inert Merkaba and starting
it spinning in motion so that it can connect us to the Source and
energy fields that exist throughout the Universe.

Everything has energy. In physics, energy is defined as the ability
or capacity to do work or to produce change. Forms of
energy include heat, light, sound, electricity, and
chemical energy. Electric current is a flow of energy. This simply
means we have the ability to metabolize the light. How exciting!

Our seven-chakra system gets a well-earned overhaul as it moves to three and next into
one unified chakra.
This transmutation process comes with many different ascension acceleration symptoms
such as headaches, dizziness, flu-like sensations, ringing in the ears, blurry vision, to name
a few. It can be very taxing on our physical bodies. Thus, awareness of this process and
knowing the ways to assist with it are crucial.

Topics to be covered

o

Anatomy of the Spirit (what does our Lightbody, subtle body system look like)

o

Understanding of the Light body: structure and ascension acceleration symptoms

o

Light body activation (12 strands of DNA activation)

o

Tools to assist and nourish the Light body

o

The surrender process: practical applications on how-to live-in trust, not fear

o

Guidelines in how to live 5th dimensionally, out of a healed heart center, while still in
the 3rd dimensional world of polarity.
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Course Outline: Love Thyself 3
Love Thyself 3 consists of the following OneHealingPresence interventions:


3 DAY in person 5 SECRET RAY INITIATION AND INDUCTION.

Moving into this final point of departure does require that we
have cleared, purified and balanced our 4 lower bodies, healed
our human heart, activated the cosmic heart, balanced the
feminine and masculine parts of us, activated our Merkaba as
well as integrated and anchored the 7 Rays of Light.
As our ability to be pure light grows, we come to a point when
we come into contact with the 5 Inner Rays.
The Five Secret Rays are powerful emanations of Light that purify
and purge us so that we emanate the divine perfection. Mighty
Cosmos explains the action of the secret rays:
"The secret rays promote an action of detail, the final sculpturing
of the mind and consciousness in the perfect image of the Christ.
The secret rays are like the refiner's fire. They purge, they purify.
When man has said of himself “My work is finished,” I have sent
forth the secret rays to show him that the detail was not finished.
For in the conclusion of the spiral, the Law requires perfection.
The secret rays come into your being to arrange the floral
offering of the soul, to see that all is in readiness that you might
stand before the Court of the Sacred Fire and present yourself in
the best Light, the best image which you can master and which
you have built as the giant pyramid through the ages of
incarnation.
You have heard that man is a starry body, a five-pointed star. The five points of Light that
make the star of this version of man’s consciousness are the five secret rays. The exactness
of the secret rays as they are released from the centers placed within your form for this
purpose goes forth into the world to draw all into the plumb line of divinity. I say then, this is
no time for dalliance, for sloppiness, for lack of cleanliness in your person. For this is the hour
when God demands the all-ness of man. And perfection is the great standard.”
Topics to be covered
o

Re-opening

o

Re-cognizing

o

Re-leasing

o

Re-covering

o

Re-generating
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Ministry program plus ordination
After completing the above 9 steps program, you are then eligible
for the Ordination program as an Ordained Ascension Minister.
This is not just a symbolic designation or title. It is a profound
Initiation from Spirit in recognition of your inner work and readiness to
outer work. It also carries the legal status of minister in service to
awakening humanity.
The ordination program is a 2 day in person workshop including an
ordination ceremony and live ministerial service.
For further information please contact Rev. Ah Nah Danuta directly.

Contact us
For further information on any of the above workshops or
program:
www.onehealingpresence.com
Email support@onehealingprence.com or ahnakata@gmail.com or
michaelraal59@gmail.com or call
Michael (971) 281 9487
Ah Nah (609) 273 0856
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Facilitators of the program / workshops
REV. AH NAH
Meeting Ah Nah-- a spiritual teacher, an empathic healer
and an ordained Self-Ascension and Interfaith Minister. Ah
Nah's compassionate and curious nature has led her to
fulfill many different roles in her life's journey -- school
teacher, owner of a few independent businesses (one of
them being a Polish bookshop and cafe), mother, wife -prior to dedicating herself to the Ascension Ministry of
support, healing and spiritual teaching.
Her own self-inquiry led her to seek ancient wisdom
and study many modalities of healing arts, some of them
being: nutrition, herbology, Reiki, Integrated Energy
Therapy (IET), Avesa Quantum Healing, Seven Ray
Mystery School, Energy Mirrors, Self-Ascension, Zen
Buddhism, Comparative Religion, "A Course in Miracles"….
Ah Nah’s natural healing inclinations, deep calling to assist and support others in
their healing journey, to free themselves from the bondage of human suffering, pain and
fear, inspired her to open “The Healing Center of Light”, which served community and
individuals for over 15 years. There, Ah Nah’s spiritual gifts and education in healing arts
helped others to find their authentic expression through their own ascension journey. The
Center provided study groups on spiritual writings, meditations, ascension self-realization
workshops, Integrated Energy Therapy classes with certifications, angelic retreats, individual
healing sessions and spiritual guidance…etc.
In addition to guiding others with tools for their awakening journey of self-ascension
through her intuitive abilities of direct knowing, seeing, hearing and feeling, Ah Nah assists
others in re-cognizing and clearing energetic blocks, imprints, congested, unwanted
energies in energy fields inside and outside of the physical body.
" There is no other, only One of us -- Love expressing It-Self through each one of us as we
allow it and accept it -- Universal Spirit. We are here, simply to serve and to support each
other on this earthly journey of awakening to who we are as we learning what it truly means
to love one another. It is my honor and my joy to share with you my life's living,
breathing Presence of the Ministry of Thy Self.”

Deeply Grateful
Ah Nah Danuta
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Michael
In 2004, Michael experienced a spontaneous awakening
experience whilst living in his native home of South Africa. At the
time he was pursuing a successful corporate career as Managing
Director of a Financial Services Company. The awakening
experience brought much of his true soul mission to light but it left
him with little understanding of how to live as an awakened human
being.

In 2008 he left the corporate world full time and started a service
consultancy dedicated to serving others. He earned his
certifications in Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP), Master Conscious Coaching, Master
Enneagram Practitioner and Barrett Cultural Transformation Tools practitioner. In the next
few years, he engaged in transformation work with Corporations in Culture Change
interventions.
As a natural consequence of this work, through divine grace, his psychic and
visionary ability opened up allowing him to access symbolic and visionary messages from
Spirit. Following this he completed his advanced training in Integrative Energy Therapy
(Cellular healing) and Reiki.
Michael offerings are guided by Spirit's wisdom and grace through his open channel of One
Healing Presence. His passion is awakening a person's true soul's potential, including the
freedom and expansion that comes from expressing one's Inner Self. He is
cognizant of maintaining a balance between the practical, grounded requirements of dayto-day living and the deep, mystical, unseen realms.
" I have long struggled to live my own life free from fear, limitation and stress. It would be my
greatest joy to assist you in freeing yourself from fear and finding your own center of joy
and freedom. I look forward to assisting you in becoming your own beautiful healing
presence."

Deeply

grateful,

Michael John
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